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Executive Summary

This report gives a preliminary overview of the financial services arena in the United States. It provides a summary look at major players, regulators and current and emerging issues. In particular, it focuses on the manner in which competitors may use, or attempt to use, regulatory mechanisms and processes to attain competitive advantage.

Companies in the financial services industry try to use regulatory processes to impede competitors.

Regulated companies in the financial services industry frequently compete against companies that operate under different regulatory regimes. Players seem more likely to seek regulatory intervention in battles with competitors outside their immediate industry sector. Commercial banks, for example, are more likely to seek regulatory intervention in conflicts with insurance companies or securities firms than with other commercial banks.

The greater frequency of inter-sector regulatory battles stems from a number of sources, the leading one being the convergence of financial services markets. The lack of major intra-sector regulatory conflicts probably stems from historical conditions in the banking sector.

There is one obvious exception to the preceding conclusion: commercial banks (and thrifts) have warred with each other for decades on the issue of interstate branching.

Unlike the telecommunications industry, where the FCC has regulatory authority over most major competitors at the federal level, financial services regulation is divided among many agencies, with each agency having responsibility for a particular sector. This sectoral division (and legislated objectives for each regulatory body), tends to make regulators champions of their own sector, frequently feuding with other industry regulators to protect the interests of the sector being regulated.

Because of the fragmented nature of financial services regulation, invoking regulatory intervention appears to be a less profitable corporate strategy than in the telecommunications industry.

Regulatory fragmentation means that cross-sectoral competitive conflicts in the financial services industry are more likely to be resolved by courts and Congress rather than any regulatory body. Regulatory fragmentation also is reflected in the divided jurisdiction of congressional committees.

There have been regular proposals to "simplify," or "rationalize" financial services regulation. The history of industry regulation in many fields suggests that combining such regulatory functions may well move competitive conflicts from the legislative domain to the regulatory one. Regulatory "rationalization" might make the financial services industry look more like the traditional telecommunications world.
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Chapter One

Introduction and Observations

Over the past twenty years, Harvard University’s Program on Information Resources Policy (PIRP) has tracked and analyzed competitive and regulatory dynamics in a variety of "information businesses." In many of these businesses, and particularly in the telecommunications industry, PIRP authors and other observers have noted the tendency of companies within the industry to invoke regulatory intervention in order to gain competitive advantage.¹ MCI, Sprint and other Interexchange Carriers (IXCs), for example, frequently petition the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to review AT&T’s latest tariffs and service offerings. Similarly, any local telephone company filing new tariff or service offerings with a state public utilities or public service commission can expect a multitude of competitors to intervene in the regulatory process.

Since its inception, PIRP has considered the financial services sector to be an integral portion of the "information business," and many of the Program’s research projects over the years have examined the interplay of information technologies and financial services. More recently, PIRP has been expanding its analyses of financial services in the belief that the tools and techniques used by the Program in other sectors might be useful in illuminating private and public decisions about financial services. (See Appendix C for a listing of other PIRP studies of the financial services sector.)

This report gives a preliminary overview of the financial services arena in the United States. It provides a summary look at major players, regulators and current and emerging issues. In particular, it focuses on the manner in which competitors may use, or attempt to use, regulatory mechanisms and processes to attain competitive advantage.

Our observations can be summarized as follows:

1. Companies in the financial services industry try to use regulatory processes to impede competitors.

2. Regulated companies in the financial services industry frequently compete against companies that operate under different regulatory regimes. Players seem more likely to seek regulatory intervention in battles with competitors outside their immediate industry sector. Commercial banks, for example, are more likely to seek regulatory intervention in conflicts with insurance companies or securities firms than with other commercial banks.

3. The greater frequency of inter-sector regulatory battles stems from a number of sources, the leading one being the convergence of financial services markets. The lack of major intra-sector regulatory conflicts probably stems from historical conditions in the banking sector. These include:

   a. Monopolistic antecedents for thrifts and commercial banking. Local franchises, state chartering and the Federal Reserve System’s Regulation Q limited direct competition among most players,

   b. Fairly detailed and comprehensive regulations govern competition within each sector, thus providing less room for maneuver and conflict, and

   c. The lack of head-to-head competition and regulatory oversight encouraged and sanctioned extensive self-regulation.

4. There is one obvious exception to the preceding conclusion: commercial banks (and thrifts) have warred with each other for decades on the issue of interstate branching.

5. Unlike the telecommunications industry, where the FCC has regulatory authority over most major competitors at the federal level, financial services regulation is divided among many agencies, with each agency having responsibility for a particular sector:

   Commercial banks are regulated by the Federal Reserve, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or any two or three of these,

   Thrift institutions are regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision,

   Securities firms are regulated by the Securities Exchange Commission, except for commodities firms which are regulated primarily by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission,

   Leasing and finance firms are partially regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and

   Insurance companies have no federal regulators.

This sectoral division (and legislated objectives for each regulatory body), tends to make regulators champions of their own sector, frequently feuding with other industry regulators to protect the interests of the sector being regulated.

6. Because of the fragmented nature of financial services regulation, invoking regulatory intervention appears to be a less profitable corporate strategy than in the
telecommunications industry. The Securities and Exchange Commission may be sympathetic to the complaints of securities firms about commercial banks marketing mutual funds, but the banking regulators, charged with protecting the soundness of commercial banks, may be loath to restrict the practice.

7. Regulatory fragmentation means that cross-sectoral competitive conflicts in the financial services industry are more likely to be resolved by courts and Congress rather than any regulatory body. Regulatory fragmentation also is reflected in the divided jurisdiction of congressional committees.

8. There have been regular proposals to "simplify," or "rationalize" financial services regulation. Some of these proposals envision combining the SEC and Commodities and Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), or creating a single body to oversee banks and thrifts, thereby combining the regulatory functions of the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Controller of the Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision, etc. The history of industry regulation in many fields suggests that combining such regulatory functions may well move competitive conflicts from the legislative domain to the regulatory one. Regulatory "rationalization" might make the financial services industry look more like the traditional telecommunications world.

The following pages detail and illustrate these observations through discussion of some recent and perpetual policy issues in the financial services arena. This is not a catalog of financial services industries, or their regulators, but a quick overview, emphasizing patterns and trends. In the interest of readability, we have pushed some of the details into appendices. We have tried to make these easily accessible, but while our appendices provide additional details, we readily acknowledge that we are skimming the surface of a very complex field.

PIRP reports are intended to be accessible to "the educated layman," as well as experts in a given field. With this in mind, Chapter Two provides a general introduction to government regulation and financial services, plus a recap of some of the major forces and trends shaping the financial services world. Chapter Three describes the major financial institutions, and Chapter Four describes the bodies that regulate those institutions.

Those readers familiar with the financial services industry and its regulators are invited to skip ahead to Chapter Five, Regulatory Skirmishes in the Financial Services Industry.
Chapter Two
Overview and Background

General Background on Government Regulation

In the financial services arena, as in many other sectors of economic activity, governments may "regulate" participants through the use of numerous policy levers including taxation, antitrust litigation, export controls, government procurement policies, etc. "Regulation" in this sense might be thought of more accurately as "political" or "governmental intervention."

Governments also regulate business activities through "generic" regulations that apply to multiple industries. In the U.S. there are nationwide regulations pertaining to workplace health and safety, collective bargaining, employment discrimination, sexual harassment and deceptive advertising that apply to financial services institutions, but also apply to scores of other industries.

For the purposes of this report, unless noted otherwise, we use "regulation" to describe industry-specific regulation as normally embodied in the operation of an independent regulatory commission.

The distinction between "regulation," specifically, and "political or governmental intervention," generally, is important for our purposes. Any corporation in any industry can seek political or governmental intervention in business conflicts; all corporate players have access to state and federal courts for judicial intervention in disputes. Local Arkansas pharmacies can sue Wal-Mart for predatory pricing.

Similarly, all individuals and corporations have a constitutional right to petition Congress (and state legislatures) for redress of grievances; anyone can lobby state or federal legislators to pass a new law. All you have to do to get new laws passed is hire battalions of lawyers and lobbyists, and create associations, alliances, political action committees and grass-roots organizations. With good luck and several years of effort, you might succeed in getting your
desired legislation enacted.²

By contrast, "regulated" companies, or companies competing with "regulated" companies, may use the industry-specific regulatory process as a "fast-track" access to public policymakers. United Parcel Service and Federal Express, for example, routinely intervene in Postal Rate Commission proceedings with the objective of forcing the U.S. Postal Service to raise rates in markets where they compete. MCI and Sprint continually challenge AT&T's rate and service filings with the Federal Communications Commission. Sometimes such challenges may cause regulators to order specific changes in prices and services. Regulatory intervention may lead to lengthy administrative proceedings which delay market implementation of new rates and services, or force disclosure of competitive intelligence and marketing strategies. Legislated access to regulatory proceedings thus becomes a competitive tool.

In the U.S., the concept of independent regulatory commissions dates back to the 1880s. The concept was an adjunct of the "Good Government" and "Populist" movements and closely intertwined with civil service reform and the reduction of patronage appointments in the federal government. States began establishing such commissions to regulate railroads, telegraphy and telephony. The federal government established the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1887 to regulate railroads. President Roosevelt's New Deal launched dozens of such commissions in the 1930s, many involved with the financial services industry.

The idealized independent regulatory commission oversaw the operations of a monopolistic or oligopolistic industry, regulating prices, services and corporate behavior, attempting to foster "the public interest." Congress legislated a specific domain for each regulatory authority. To some degree, the extent frequently litigated, the commission was seen as exercising the oversight that Congress itself might exercise, if Congress had the time and expertise to do so.

The commissioners were "experts," supported by a staff of other experts, who examined the financial records of the regulated entities, held open hearings on proposed rate increases, etc. Typically, the commissioners were nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The "independence" of the commission supposedly stemmed from (1) legislated limits

on the number of appointees from each political party and (2), the staggering of commission
appointments so that some appointees' terms overlapped those of the appointing President.\(^5\)

As noted, much of the regulatory structure of the 1990s stems from the very different
political world of the 1930s. The Congress that enacted the Communications Act of 1934, for
example, employed less than 12,000 clerks, secretaries and staff professionals, compared to
38,000 in 1990.\(^4\) It might well be argued that, since the 1930s, Congress has acquired the
resources and expertise to take a more active role in direct oversight of particular industries.

Independent regulatory commissions also provide a means for Congress to avoid public
voting on controversial issues. Until 1970, for example, postage rates were established by
Congress. Given typical congressional procedures, this meant that the postal committees in the
House and Senate crafted the details of postage rates, but all members had to vote to increase
rates. Allegations of bribery of postal committee members by mailers, followed by
indictments and convictions, led many members of Congress to pass the Postal Reorganization
Act of 1970, moving rate setting responsibility to the new Postal Rate Commission.\(^5\)

The distinction between "regulation" in its broadest sense, as "governmental intervention,"
and its narrower sense, as involving an industry-specific regulatory commission, is worth
stressing because of the frequent proposals to develop or reform regulatory mechanisms in the
financial services arena. Such proposals are discussed in Chapter Nine.

**General Background on Financial Services**

Financial services occupy the center of economic activity. Finance is the science of credit,
banking and money. Financial services revolve around the lending and borrowing of money,
whether through direct loans, or the sale of securities or other financial instruments. All

\(^1\)The idea of disinterested government experts protecting an unsuspecting public from rapacious corporate
interests has been widely questioned in more recent times. Since the 1960s James Buchanan, Gordon Tullock,
William Niskanen, Mancur Olson, and several other economists and political scientists have developed and
promoted a group of ideas frequently described under the rubric of Public Choice Theory. Public Choice Theory
asserts that politicians and bureaucrats are no less interested in private gain than other players, but that they simply
use other methods.


Chapter 5.
financial transactions involve elements of speculation and risk. Historically, all capitalist societies have attempted to regulate or control financial services with three objectives in mind:

1. Allowing or encouraging the free flow of capital toward wealth creating enterprises,

2. Protecting the unwary public (borrowers and investors) from criminal fraud and theft, and

3. Protecting the society's (or government's) interests in financial activities, whether through taxes, currency valuation, trade, economic development, etc.

Money, by definition, is the ultimate fungible good, therefore financial services, by whatever name, are highly interchangeable. A company seeking to raise capital for its expansion might borrow money from a bank, issue commercial paper to a nonbank commercial enterprise, or sell equities (stocks or bonds) to a broader public. An individual seeking capital might seek a personal loan from a commercial bank or finance company, secure a first or second mortgage on their home, borrow against an insurance policy (or other financial holdings), or use credit card charges. Because of the basic fungibility of money and credit, there is inevitable overlap between the activities of financial services vendors.

In pursuit of their three objectives, governments traditionally have attempted to differentiate financial institutions, largely on the basis of credit risks involved. In the U.S., for example, savings and loan companies (S&Ls, or "thrifts") for decades were allowed to lend for residential mortgage loans only, traditionally a very low risk business. Commercial banks lent primarily to businesses, which involved more risk, but higher profits. Brokerage houses marketed stocks and bonds for businesses, and most buyers of these securities were assumed to know that they were accepting higher risks for the potential of higher returns. Trading in commodities and futures was categorized as a highly speculative activity, normally limited to specialized and expert investors and thus regulated separately.
Figure 1

Financial Intermediation and Securities Markets

Major Forces and Trends

The financial services sector witnessed significant changes during the 1980s and more are in store. Some of the key forces and trends reshaping the industry are:
A. Improved credit information and enhanced information systems have allowed many potential lenders to enter new markets. Corporate borrowers, once the primary customers of commercial banks, have turned increasingly to commercial paper, securities, and other institutions (such as pension funds) to meet their credit needs. This disintermediation of the commercial banking sector has led the commercial banks to seek new markets while they also mount legal and regulatory challenges to competitors.

B. The inflationary surge of the late 1970s caused all lenders to pursue higher risk investment strategies and caused potential borrowers to "shop" more intensively to meet credit needs. The failure of many high risk investments (particularly Third World bank loans, real estate and construction loans and some "junk-bond" issues) caused massive loan write-offs by commercial banks and the collapse of the savings and loan industry. This led to enactment of The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1991 (FIRREA) and a host of subsequent proposals for restructuring the regulation of the financial services industry.

C. While financial services have always transcended national boundaries, the 1980s witnessed an explosion in international financial competition. This cross-border competition has triggered a host of new regulatory issues including:

1. International standardization of capital requirements for banks and securities firms,
2. National treatment of foreign financial institutions and,
3. The locus of responsibility for banking supervision of foreign firms.

D. Financial services firms continue to introduce new products that defy classical definitions used for regulatory purposes. The growth of "derivatives," in particular, has created considerable debate about the adequacy of the current regulatory structure.

E. As a matter of national policy, the U.S. government has intensified efforts to enforce the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) and other equal opportunity lending statutes. The commercial banking industry maintains that these efforts, coupled with extended regulatory oversight following the savings and loan debacle, places the commercial banking sector at a marked competitive disadvantage in the financial services marketplace, and is leading to the creation of a "parallel" financial system.

Most of these developments are discussed in greater detail below, in the context of specific issues.
Chapter Three
The Major Players

The major components of the financial services industry are:
1. Commercial Banks
2. Thrift Institutions
3. Securities Firms (Investment Banks, Brokerage, Commodity and Mutual Fund Firms)
4. Lease and Finance Firms
5. Insurance Companies

This chapter provides a brief description of these industry sectors, names some of the major corporate players, and notes some of the major regulatory conflicts within and between sectors.

Commercial Banks

The United States currently has about 12,500 commercial banks, including 4,049 national banks, 1016 state banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System, and 7,371 state banks that are not, but are insured through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). As of June 30, 1993, the ten largest commercial banks had assets of approximately $820 billion.\(^6\)

"Commercial banks," such as Citibank and Bank of America, were originally described as such because they provided most of the commercial credit used by businesses. Traditionally, commercial banks gathered funds through a retail network of branches offering savings accounts and checking accounts to individuals and small businesses. During the 1970s and 1980s, banks expanded their fund gathering through extensive marketing of certificates of deposit (CDs). Banks then made loans against these accumulated deposits.

Commercial banks engaged in retail lending in the form of auto loans, mortgages, and personal loans. Most bank lending, however, was directed to businesses to finance inventories, construction or commercial expansion. Much of this lending was conducted on a

local or regional basis. A commercial banker in Cleveland, for example, was assumed to have a unique advantage in evaluating the credit worthiness and profit potential of a Cleveland-based business firm.

Large banks in money centers like New York frequently collected deposits far in excess of local lending demand. Such banks lent their excess deposits either through loans to large businesses operating on a national or international basis, or through syndicates with smaller banks in areas where loan demand exceeded local lending capacity.

Prior to the erosion of the McFadden Act in the 1970s, banks were prohibited from operating deposit collection activities in more than a single state. Some states, such as Illinois, even prohibited banks from establishing branches. Banks were commonly allowed to lend money across state lines with few restrictions. This division created a situation wherein a bank like First Chicago was restricted to collecting deposits at its single depository facility in downtown Chicago, while operating loan origination offices in cities across the U.S. and overseas.

Until the 1980s, the rate of interest that banks were allowed to pay on deposits was regulated by the Federal Reserve Board (under Regulation Q).7 Since all banks offered depositors the same interest for their deposits, retail competition among banks normally focused on customer convenience, as reflected in the escalating proliferation of branches and Automated Teller Machines (ATMs).

Prior to the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, banks also performed capital formation functions by underwriting large blocks of stocks and bonds. Glass-Steagall split banking into two parts and prohibited commercial banks from engaging in investment banking activities.

Since 1933, commercial banks (and Thrifts, see below) have been unique players among financial institutions because the federal government (through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) insures the deposits of their customers. (Each depositor is currently insured for deposits up to $100,000 in any insured bank.) This insurance can be seen as an advantage for commercial banks in competing for funds against other financial intermediaries. But federal

---

7Regulation Q, which set ceilings on interest rates on deposits was phased out between 1980 and 1986. For one discussion of the process and its results, see "Bank Capital: Lessons from the Past and Thoughts for the Future." Remarks by Wayne D. Angell. 27 Wake Forest Law Review 603, Fall 1992.
deposit insurance also has its costs. Insured banks are subject to periodic examination and extensive regulation of capital reserves and lending practices. Also, since FDIC insurance premiums are assessed uniformly on bank assets, sound, well managed banks feel that they may be overcharged to make up for the sins of less well managed banks.8

Commercial Banks and Competition

Until the 1960s, many commercial banks lacked effective competition. Federal and state regulators, hoping to avoid banking panics, limited creation of new banks. The prohibition on interstate banking, restrictive state chartering practices, and regulation of interest rates made many areas of the commercial banking world protected enclaves. As in-state and interstate branching has been expanded over the years, banks have competed increasingly with each other in the pursuit of retail deposits.

Commercial banks and thrifts historically competed for retail deposits, with both offering federally insured accounts. The Federal Reserve Board's Regulation Q allowed thrifts to pay depositors a higher interest rate than commercial banks (normally a differential of one-quarter or one-half of one percent), but thrifts offered only savings accounts and were more limited in branching. The emergence of NOW (Negotiable Orders of Withdrawal) accounts in the 1970s, effectively allowed thrifts to offer checking (or demand) accounts, thus placing them on a more competitive footing with commercial banks. Further deregulation of thrifts made many of them the effective equivalent of commercial banks, but also led to the S&L scandal and extensive governmental restructuring of the industry.

In theory, banks' retail deposit collection activities have always competed with uninsured investment vehicles, whether stocks, bonds, mutual fund shares, or commodity contracts, or insurance policies and annuities. Much of this competition was only theoretical. For legions of small and unsophisticated customers, scalded by the experience of the Great Depression, insured bank accounts offered a welcome certainty compared to other investment vehicles. This scene has changed dramatically in recent years. Baby Boomers, raised in an environment of rising equity markets, and a host of seniors, accustomed to 10% yields on CDs, have moved in massive numbers to more speculative investment vehicles. This movement has heightened the competition between banks and vendors of uninsured investment products.

During the 1970s and 1980s, commercial banks encountered a multitude of competitors on the lending side of their business. Larger businesses increasingly met their credit needs by issuance of securities and commercial paper; by the end of the 1980s, companies raised as much money through commercial paper as they did from banks.\(^9\) Insurance companies expanded private placements for medium and small size firms.\(^10\) Lease and finance companies moved aggressively into commercial and industrial lending. As a result, finance companies, insurance companies, and corporations themselves (through the sale of commercial paper) provide over 78% of the commercial credit extended in the United States, compared to 22% for commercial banks.\(^11\)

As a result of increasing competition on multiple fronts, commercial banks account for an ever-shrinking portion of the financial services industry:

In 1980, commercial banks held 37 percent of all financial assets. Savings and loans, savings banks, and credit unions held an additional 21 percent, bringing the total for all deposit intermediaries to 58 percent. By 1990, the commercial bank share had dropped to 32 percent, and the total for all deposit intermediaries had dropped to 48 percent.\(^12\)

Thrift Institutions (Savings and Loans, Savings Banks, Credit Unions)

Savings and Loans, Savings Banks, and Credit Unions are institutions created to encourage savings through deposits and to foster special purpose lending to depositors. Collectively, they are known as thrift institutions, or "thrifts."

Savings and Loans (S&Ls) raise funds like commercial banks, by seeking customer deposits. Unlike commercial banks, they are heavily concentrated in residential mortgage

---


\(^10\)"Private placement" means the sale of stocks, bonds or other investments directly to an institutional investor like an insurance company. A private placement does not have to be registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission, as a "public offering" does, if the securities are purchased for investment as opposed to resale. John Downes and Jordan Elliot Goodman, *Barron's Dictionary of Finance and Investment Terms*, Third Edition, 1991.


\(^12\)Eugene A. Ludwig, Controller of the Currency, Remarks before the Merrill Lynch Financial Services Conference, September 13, 1993.
loans. Because of their special purpose, S&Ls were granted some advantages. The Federal Reserve Board’s Regulation Q had a built-in differential so that savings associations could pay a slightly higher rate of interest on deposits than commercial banks.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, funds began to flow out of S&Ls and into money market mutual funds because of rampant inflation and very high interest rates. Money market funds were not subject to interest rate limitations. A phase-out of deposit interest rate controls followed in order to try to stem the tide. This had the effect of significantly raising the cost of funds over the return S&L’s were getting on existing 30 year mortgages. Savings and Loans began to fail.

The Garn-St. Germain Depository Institutions Act of 1982 tried to solve the disparity between the cost of funds and the S&Ls’ operating income by greatly expanding the types of loans S&Ls could make. Now they could invest in non-residential real estate and commercial loans. States such as Texas, California, Florida, and Arizona went even further in allowing state-chartered banks unsupervised investment freedoms. The end result was the largest crisis in financial institutions since the Great Depression.

The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1991 (FIRREA) mandated a supervisory environment for S&Ls similar to that of commercial banks. In addition, S&Ls must comply with the Qualified Thrift Lender Test, which designates that about two-thirds of an association’s assets must be related to residential mortgages, and a few other specified investments.

Savings Banks

Savings banks were originally established as sort of philanthropic organizations designed to encourage savings by working people. There are approximately 400, and they are concentrated in the Northeast, especially Massachusetts, New York, and Connecticut. Savings Banks are considered “Thrifts” like S&Ls, but were traditionally insured by the FDIC.

Credit Unions

Credit Unions are also categorized as “thrifts,” but can only be chartered by "members" who have a common interest or enterprise, including working for a company, living in a neighborhood, or some other identifiable common activity as set forth in their charters. There are over 20,000 Credit Unions, and they range in size from several thousand dollars to the
Navy Federal Credit Union which has several billion dollars in assets.

The National Credit Union Administration oversees federal credit unions and provides for deposit insurance. Allowable investments by credit unions are strictly controlled.

**Securities Firms (Investment Banks and Brokerage, Commodity and Mutual Fund Firms)**

Investment banks, brokerage houses, commodities dealers, and mutual fund managers are financial intermediaries. They buy and sell stocks, bonds, currencies, commodities and other financial instruments, both for their own investment purposes, and on behalf of retail and institutional investors. The majority of investment banks also maintain broker-dealer operations and provide investment advisory services.\(^{13}\)

The five largest U.S brokerage and commodity firms in 1992 were:\(^{14}\)

Merrill Lynch, Salomon Brothers, Morgan Stanley, Paine Webber Group and Bear, Stearns & Co.

The five largest U.S. mutual fund managers in 1992 were:\(^{15}\)

Fidelity, Vanguard Group, Merrill Lynch, Dreyfus Group and Capital Group.

**Lease and Finance**

Companies in this category come in many different flavors. The category includes personal finance companies such as Beneficial Corporation, Household Finance, and H&R Block that specialize in unsecured loans and as a group provide about 20% of consumer credit.\(^{16}\) This category includes the credit card operations of non-bank card issuers such as American Express and Sear's Discovery. It also includes equipment leasing companies such as GATX and Ryder Systems, plus the financial subsidiaries of General Electric, General Motors, Ford, AT&T, and IBM. Many of these companies provide commercial and industrial


(C&I) loans which compete directly with corporate lending by commercial banks.

Insurance

Forbes categorizes insurance companies into four groups:

1. Life and health. Examples include Equitable Companies, American General and Aflac.


4. Diversified (having some elements of each type). Examples include Sears-Roebuck, Cigna and American International Group.\(^{17}\)

Effectively, all insurance companies collect a stream of policy revenues from individuals and institutions against the actuarial likelihood of an event happening, or not happening. The insurance company invests the revenue stream to provide income against future claims of its policy holders. By creating pools of capital for investment, insurance companies compete directly with the lending activities of commercial banks. Insurance companies such as Equitable, Metropolitan, and Prudential are major lenders in the private placement market and compete extensively with banks in construction and realty lending.\(^{18}\)

Insurance companies and commercial banks also compete in fund collection activities. Insurance companies market life insurance policies, annuities and guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) that compete with consumer investment products of banks such as interest-bearing accounts and CDs. Commercial banks are pushing to expand their own insurance activities.


\(^{18}\)"If in Doubt, Downgrade It!" Laura Jereski, Forbes, January 7, 1991, p. 52.
Chapter Four
The Regulators and Their Roles

Government regulation of the financial services arena is complex and frequently confusing. Many activities are regulated at both the federal and state level. The following is a summary look at the primary federal regulatory bodies involved. (See Appendix A for additional details.)


Regulation of Depositary Institutions:

Banking

A. The Federal Reserve System (the Fed), or Federal Reserve Board (FRB)

The Federal Reserve System, the central bank of the United States, is charged with administering and making policy for the Nation’s credit and monetary affairs. Through its supervisory and regulatory banking functions, the Federal Reserve helps to maintain the banking industry in sound condition, capable of responding to the Nation’s domestic and international financial needs and objectives.

... their major responsibility is in the execution of monetary policy.

The Board determines general monetary, credit, and operating policies ... The Board’s principal (sic) duties consists of monitoring credit conditions; supervising the Federal Reserve Banks, member banks, and bank holding companies; and regulating the implementation of certain consumer credit protection laws. (p. 604)

B. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Department of the Treasury

The Comptroller, as the administrator of national banks, is responsible for the execution of laws relating to national banks and promulgates rules and regulations governing the operations of approximately 3,600 national banks. Approval of the Comptroller is required for
the organization of new national banks, conversion of State-chartered banks into national banks, consolidations or mergers of banks where the surviving institution is a national bank, and the establishment of branches by national banks. The (OCC) exercises general supervision over the operations of national banks, including trust activities and overseas operations. Each bank is examined annually . . . (p. 499)

C. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)

The FDIC promotes and preserves public confidence in banks and protects the money supply by providing insurance coverage for bank deposits and periodic examinations of insured State-chartered banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve System. . . . The FDIC also administers the Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF) . . . (which replaced) the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) as the insurer of deposits in savings and loan associations. (p. 582)

Thrifts

A. Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), Department of the Treasury

The Office of Thrift Supervision was established . . . in August 1989 . . . as part of a major reorganization of the thrift regulatory structure mandated by the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act. In that act, Congress gave OTS authority to charter Federal thrift institutions, and serve as the primary regulator of approximately 2,000 Federal- and State-chartered thrifts belonging to the Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF). OTS carries out this responsibility by adopting regulations governing the savings and loan industry, by examining and supervising thrift institutions and their affiliates, and by taking whatever action is necessary to enforce their compliance with Federal laws and regulations. . . . OTS also regulates, examines, and supervises companies that own thrifts and controls the acquisition of thrifts by such holding companies. (p. 512)

B. Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC)

The RTC was established to manage and resolve failed savings associations that were insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) before the enactment of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 1989 . . . The Corporation will terminate all functions no later than December 31, 1996. (p. 720)
C. National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)

The NCUA Board is responsible for chartering, insuring, supervising and examining Federal credit unions and administering the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund. (p.664)

These federal regulatory relationships are summarized in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 2**

Current Federal Regulation and Supervision of Insured Depositories and Their Holding Companies

Securities Firms (Investment Banks and Brokerage/Commodity/Mutual Funds)

A. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

The SEC administers Federal securities laws that seek to provide protection for investors; to ensure that securities markets are fair and honest; and, when necessary, to provide the means to enforce securities laws through sanctions.

Activities (include): Full and Fair Disclosure, Regulation of Securities Markets, Regulation of Mutual Funds and Other Investment Companies, Regulation of Companies Controlling Utilities, Regulation of Investment Advisers, Rehabilitation of Failing
Corporations, and Representation of Debt Securities Holders.

The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 assigns to the Commission broad regulatory responsibilities over the securities markets, the self-regulatory organizations within the securities industry, and persons conducting a business in securities. (pp. 723-6)

B. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

The Commission regulates trading on the 12 U.S. futures exchanges, which offer active futures and options contracts. It also regulates the activities of numerous commodity exchange members, public brokerage houses (futures commission merchants), Commission-registered futures industry salespeople, and associated persons, commodity trading advisers, and commodity pool operators.

The Commission’s . . . efforts are designed to ensure that the futures trading process is fair and that it protects both the rights of customers and the financial integrity of the marketplace.

Futures contracts for agricultural commodities were traded in the United States for more than 100 years before futures trading was diversified to include trading in contracts for precious metals, raw materials, foreign currencies, financial instruments, commercial interest rates, and U.S. Government and mortgage securities. Contract diversification has grown in exchange trading, in both traditional and newer commodities. (p. 554)

4. Lease and Finance

Primary federal regulation is through the Securities and Exchange Commission, above. Several of the leading finance companies are supervised by the New York State Banking Department as Article 12 companies.19

5. Insurance

Primarily state regulation. National harmonization and regulatory coordination is exercised through the activities of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, a group

representing insurance regulators from all 50 states. 20

**Other Regulation**

Companies in the financial services arena are subject to other kinds of regulation, besides those specific to their industry. Probably the most important cross-industry regulation stems from enforcement of antitrust statutes, discussed in Appendix A.

---

Chapter Five

Regulatory Skirmishes in the Financial Services Industry

A Sampling of Current Regulatory Disputes

1. Commercial Banks vs. the Securities Industry

The Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 attempted to separate the functions of commercial banks (commercial lending and business services) and investment banks (capital formation through underwriting large blocks of stocks and bonds). Likewise, the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 prohibits a bank holding company from engaging in any nonbanking activity, except where the Fed, under Section 4(c)8, determines that the activity is closely related to banking.

While banks were prohibited from underwriting mutual funds under Glass-Steagall, they were allowed to sell and administer them. Over time, moreover, the Fed and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency have loosened commercial bank securities restrictions through rulings and interpretations. In 1987 the Federal Reserve Board permitted a number of bank holding companies to establish nonbank subsidiaries ("section 20 subsidiaries") to underwrite and trade in different types of municipal revenue bonds, mortgage related securities, commercial paper, and consumer-related receivables. In April 1992 the Fed allowed bank holding companies to sell, solely as agents or brokers, shares of "proprietary mutual funds" (an investment company for which the bank holding company or one of its subsidiaries acts as an investment adviser), and to provide investment advice to customers.

The easing of restrictions on commercial banks has provoked a number of competitive and regulatory conflicts between the commercial banking and securities industries. Two of these, bank sales of mutual funds and "tying" of banking and securities services, are explored below.\(^{21}\)

a. Sale of Mutual Funds

Declining interest rates on bank deposits and growth in defined contribution pension plans (as opposed to defined benefit plans) has fueled dramatic growth in mutual fund investing.

\(^{21}\)See Appendix B for further details on regulation.
Mutual funds net assets grew from $240 billion in 1981 to $1.4 trillion in 1992 and $1.9 trillion in 1993. Part of this growth came at the expense of banks: "Perhaps $500 billion of the $900 billion increase in funds assets (in the 1980s) came from savings pulled out of banks and thrifts."

But banks have fought back by offering "collective investment funds," and proprietary funds. "Banks accounted for one-third of all net sales (in 1992); their funds hold 11% of mutual-fund assets, up from 2% in 1987." Banks proprietary mutual-fund assets rose from $169 billion in September 1992 to $209 billion a year later - a 24% rise compared with a 16% gain for all mutual funds over the period." Banks have been expanding mutual funds sales through acquisition of mutual fund management companies. This trend hit a new high in December 1993 when Mellon Bank agreed to acquire Dreyfus Corporation, a mutual fund operator, for $1.7 billion.

Some banks are attempting to use their networks of Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) to pursue mutual fund customers. Since August 1993 Wells Fargo has allowed its mutual fund customers to buy and sell funds through its 1,700 ATMs. While a customer cannot initiate investment in a fund by ATM (SEC regulations require customers to see a prospectus first), existing customers can redeem shares, switch funds, or buy additional shares in an existing account.

The securities industry has responded to commercial bank competition by seeking congressional and regulatory intervention. Securities firms complain that bank customers believe mutual funds sold by banks enjoy the same federal insurance protection as bank deposits. In November 1993, SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt released an SEC survey which

---


concluded that 66% of people who purchased mutual fund shares through commercial banks thought that money market mutual funds were federally insured. (It should be noted that 49% of the same respondents thought that mutual funds purchased through a stockbroker were also federally insured.)

This study led SEC Chairman Levitt to call for "two remedial actions: a physical separation of bank facilities that accept deposits from those that sell mutual funds; and a ban against banks selling funds with names that are similar to their own. . . . Though requiring such steps by banks is outside the SEC's purview (emphasis added), Mr. Levitt said he is working with Comptroller of the Currency Eugene Ludwig to develop more safeguards for investors who buy securities at banks." 28

It seems likely that the SEC Chairman's effort will meet with a cool reception at the OCC. The Comptroller of the Currency, concerned about the soundness of the commercial banking sector, wants banks to have more latitude in offering "a full range of securities and investment services." 29 OCC "cheered on" commercial banks in developing proprietary mutual funds. 30

The mutual funds issue appears to be typical of many disputes in the financial services arena. The SEC, charged with protecting investors and the soundness and integrity of the securities industry, champions the industry against competition from commercial banks. The OCC (and the Fed), charged with protecting the soundness of the commercial banking system, want banks to participate in profitable and growing financial services, such as mutual funds. Given the fragmented nature of federal regulation of financial services, the ultimate resolution of the mutual funds dispute, if there is one, will be found in the courts or Congress.

---


b. "Tying" of Banking and Securities Services

The Glass-Steagall Act prohibited banks, under the "subtle hazards" doctrine, from providing both commercial and investment services. The Bank Holding Company Act Amendments of 1970 prohibit the "tying" of credit to other products and services.\(^{31}\) "Tying" is considered an anti-competitive practice and a violation of antitrust law.

The potential for abuse with large customers has mainly to do with illegal overlap between commercial banking and investment banking:

The Corporate Director of Financing at a top ten Fortune service company reported that he was told by a commercial bank that the company's continued access to credit under a revolving credit agreement was dependent upon the inclusion of the bank's affiliate as co-manager on some of the company's debt issues. The company's ability to access its revolving credit line was vitally important, because the company, with approximately $10 billion in commercial paper, believed it would be unable to roll over all of its commercial paper if its rating dipped by even a single rank. Access to the line of credit was believed by the company to be critical to avoiding that possibility, and so the bank's affiliate was included as co-manager on future issues.\(^{32}\)

As illustrated by the following excerpts of 1992-1993 news stories, appeals to regulatory authorities evoke different responses from different regulatory regimes.

The (tying) issue heated up this summer (1992) when Morgan Stanley & Co. sent data on the activities of five banks to the Federal Reserve Board in response to another rule proposal. The data, according to Philip Lacovara, managing director and general counsel of the investment bank, alleged a "suspiciously high correlation" between the provision of letters of credit and underwriting services by bank affiliates. (See Appendix B, 3. Mutual funds/securities sales by commercial banks (Glass-Steagall Restrictions), for an explanation of the legal basis for commercial banks engaging in underwriting activities.) . . . Morgan Stanley's survey focused on negotiated municipal revenue and industrial revenue issues between January 1987 and May 1992 that were handled by J.P. Morgan Securities Inc., Bankers Trust Co., Citicorp, Chemical Bank, and Chase Manhattan Corp. In 66 deals, one or more of the banks was either lead manager or co-manager while also providing a letter of credit or other credit enhancement for the issuer. In 34 of the 66 deals, one of the banks was sole underwriter and exclusive provider of credit enhancement.


Richard Breeden, Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, said Congress should consider giving the right to sue to securities firms harmed by illegal bank "tying" arrangements. . . . Mr. Breeden made his recommendation in a letter to Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., Chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee. . . . "Current law does not give the SEC the means to police bank 'tying' arrangements, but it does give the banking regulators authority to address such abuses," Mr. Breeden wrote. "To date, I am not aware of any such cases that have been brought by the bank regulatory agencies." He said current law permits a bank customer to sue a bank for illegal tying. But firms competing with the bank cannot sue, even though they may be affected most by tying.33

The Federal Reserve Board is investigating allegations that banks are illegally linking their loans to underwriting assignments, according to Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan.34

Federal regulators are casting a wide net to determine whether banks are illegally tying traditional lending products to investment banking assignments. Federal Reserve Board officials have met with the Securities and Exchange Commission to discuss complaints the SEC has received about the issue, Richard Roberts, an SEC commissioner, said in an interview Thursday . . . The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency confirmed this week that it is investigating charges that some banks provide letters of credit to municipal bond issuers only if these banks can participate in the underwriting. Such contingencies would violate "anti-tying" provisions of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1970.

I don't mind them (commercial banks) competing with us on a level playing field, Thomas Harris, senior managing director for Alabama-based Merchant Capital Corp., wrote Mr. Roberts in a June 2 letter. "That's where the best man wins, and we usually do, nine out of 10 times. But when they tie one service to the other, then the playing field is not level." . . . Mr. Harris also complained that, once a bank has an issuer "hostage on the credit side, they can do what they damn well want to on the other side.

Owen Carney, senior adviser for investments at the Comptroller's office, said agency employees met last week to determine the validity of such complaints. "Do the complaints warrant more inquiry?" he asked. "The answer is probably yes." However, he warned, "just offering a variety of services at one time" is not necessarily illegal.35

Investigators at the Comptroller's Office and the Federal Reserve Board have concluded that tying 'is not a national problem,' Mr. Ludwig said. . . . Regulators found only one example of tying . . . (and) the matter was settled privately. 'If you think of the theory of tie-ins, isn't that the way we sell lots of things?' he (Mr. Ludwig) asked. 'Why isn't that


appropriate in financial services?\textsuperscript{36}

The SEC Chairman concludes that tying is a serious problem, meriting legislation. The Comptroller (OCC) and Fed conclude that it isn’t, and if it were, legislation should allow more of it. Not untypically, Morgan Stanley, an investment bank, found sympathy at the SEC, and a cold-shoulder at OCC and the Fed.

2. Commercial Banks vs. the Insurance Industry

Despite a multitude of restrictions placed on commercial banks, they have long sought expanded entry into the insurance business. Over the years, a number of states have allowed state-chartered banks to sell insurance. Rulings by the OCC on what constitutes "the business of banking," and Federal Reserve Board rulings and court decisions regarding the Bank Holding Company Act have allowed commercial banks to extend their insurance activities. (See Appendix B, Insurance and Annuity Sales by Commercial Banks.)

As a result, the OCC estimates that some 75 banks have the right to sell insurance in small towns across 25 states. KeyCorp plans on selling insurance in its 875 branches. Chase Manhattan now sells life insurance policies in 380 branches across four states. Norwest acquired a specialist broker of farm insurance and Chase Manhattan has entered a joint-venture with GNA Corp, an annuity and insurance broker-dealer.\textsuperscript{37} Fleet Financial has launched a proprietary variable annuity in conjunction with American Skandia.\textsuperscript{38}

As of 1993, commercial banks accounted for only 1% of the $84 billion life insurance premiums paid each year, but their efforts are growing. Citibank now offers insurance in 58 New York area branches. It underwrites and markets its own term insurance policies up to $250,000. It uses third-party carriers, including Prudential, for larger term policies, disability policies and variable life insurance.\textsuperscript{39}


\textsuperscript{37}"Banks as Insurers: An American Dream?" The Economist, May 8, 1993, p.84.

\textsuperscript{38}"Banks and Mutual Funds: Variable Pleasures," The Economist, November 6, 1993, p.105.

While some insurance companies welcome new outlets for their products, much of the insurance industry has fought the banks' incursions both in courts and before Congress. Insurers won court reversal of major portions of a Delaware law liberalizing banking entry into insurance. They also played a critical role in defeating the Bush Administration 1991 bank reform legislation because it would have enabled banks to compete more freely.\textsuperscript{40}

Many insurers contend that banks will succeed in selling insurance by "tying" insurance products to bank credit. (See discussion of "tying," above.) Banks contend that their commission cost for selling insurance products are much lower than those of traditional insurance companies; lower costs are reflected in lower policy premiums, thus benefiting the ultimate consumer.\textsuperscript{41}

"Regulatory" intervention in this dispute is asymmetrical, since insurance companies are not regulated by the federal government. Insurers complain and protest to federal bank regulators, but those regulators seem disposed to letting banks sell more insurance products, not less. According to the current Comptroller of the Currency; "... the argument that selling insurance creates safety and soundness problems for banks simply lacks credibility, while the argument that selling insurance would benefit consumers seems virtually self-evident."\textsuperscript{42} Given their concerns for safety and soundness of commercial banks, and given increased global banking competition, bank regulators also fear that restrictions on insurance sales put U.S. banks at a disadvantage in competing with European and Canadian banks which are not similarly restricted.\textsuperscript{43}

In the absence of any federal agency regulating (and championing) the insurance industry, insurers wage most of their battles with the commercial bankers in Congress and the courts.

\textsuperscript{40}"Banks as Insurers: American Dream?" \textit{The Economist}, May 8, 1993, 9.84. See also, "America's Banking Battles," \textit{The Economist}, October 30, 1993, p.81.


\textsuperscript{42}Eugene A. Ludwig, Controller of the Currency, Remarks before the Merrill Lynch Financial Services Conference, September 13, 1993.

Chapter Six

The Parallel Banking System

Commercial Banks vs. Other Financial Services

The conflicts among commercial banks and the securities and insurance industry, discussed in the previous chapter, revolve upon market entry, a staple in regulated industry disputes. A related but separate theme of many of the policy wars in the financial services arena is the disparity between the regulatory burden of commercial banks and their nonbank competitors. This disparity has led to speculations about the emergence of a "parallel banking system," wherein banks (as insured depositaries), compete with other financial institutions under different, and purportedly unfair rules. This chapter describes some of the issues at the heart of this debate and some of the political and regulatory responses of the commercial banking sector.44

As mentioned earlier, commercial banks (and thrifts) benefit by virtue of federal deposit insurance. In return for their federal depositors' insurance, banks carry a substantial regulatory burden:

1. All insured banks are subject to periodic financial examination and extensive regulatory reporting procedures,

2. Insured commercial banks are subject to the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) of 1977, designed to promote equal opportunity lending. Increasing federal emphasis on CRA and enforcement has resulted in Federal Reserve Board denial of a bank acquisitions, plus specific penalties on banks,

3. Insured banks are subject to regulator-imposed capital requirement ratios,

4. Insured banks are required to pay increasing deposit insurance premiums,

5. Commercial banks, operating under the McFadden Act, still face serious restrictions on interstate expansion. Most of their nonbank competitors do not.

---

Not surprisingly, commercial banks are unhappy with this situation. In a cry familiar to observers of other public policy arenas, banks continually campaign for "a level playing field." (The demand for "a level playing field" in other regulated sectors has become so common that one Congressman once described it, only a little cynically, as the demand for "a fair advantage.")45 A brief look at each of these issues illustrates some of the political and regulatory dynamics involved.

Regulatory Burden: Following the collapse of the savings and loan industry, and faced with increased concerns for the health of the banking industry, Congress enacted the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FIDCIA).46 Many bankers have complained that these new regulations have increased their workload. "For more than a year, the ABA has waged a high-profile, high-stakes campaign against the increasing load of paperwork and compliance requirements that bankers say has put them at a distinct disadvantage with their competitors. No issue weighs more heavily on the minds of bankers than the regulatory burden."47 The regulatory burden "reportedly cost American bankers $10.7 billion in 1991."48 A number of banks have sought to switch their charters among federal and state regulators, at least partially driven by hopes of reducing regulatory costs.49

Community Reinvestment Act (CRA): The Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 came about as a congressional response to allegations of "redlining," the failure of banks to provide loans and other services to specific low-income and minority city neighborhoods. The CRA obligates commercial banks and thrifts to "meet the credit needs of the local community in which they are chartered consistent with the safe and sound operation of such institutions." The premise behind CRA is that public policy concerns are a proper focus for regulation of

45I have been unable to identify the source of this quotation. It may be apocryphal, but it has been repeated widely in the 1970s and '80s.


the banking industry by virtue of the fact that banks receive special advantages and subsidies from the federal government—that is, subsidization through the operation of federal deposit insurance and access to the Fed as a "lender of last resort."\textsuperscript{50}

The CRA provides a number of enforcement and oversight mechanisms. First, it provides standing for community associations and neighborhood groups to comment on and participate in bank expansion application proceedings, including most merger and acquisition requests by depository institutions. It has been estimated that since 1978 fifteen expansion requests have been denied on CRA grounds, and that there have been fifty to sixty cases of conditional grants which imposed CRA requirements.\textsuperscript{51} By late 1993 CRA enforcement actions were accelerating.\textsuperscript{52}

Community activist groups often utilize the mechanism to extract voluntary concessions from banks, independent of government enforcement. For example, in late 1991, when BankAmerica Corp. sought to acquire Security Pacific Corp. to create one of the four largest banking organizations in the country, BankAmerica committed to $12 billion dollars in CRA lending over a period of ten years.\textsuperscript{53}

The CRA also provides for periodic ratings of depository institutions compliance with the Act. The government agency charged with regulating and overseeing a particular type of depository institution must rate compliance as outstanding, satisfactory, or poor. In practice, depository institutions were required to prove the absence of discriminatory patterns of lending by maintaining appropriate documentation. For example, the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council issued a Policy Statement in 1991 specifically requiring each depository institution to prepare analyses of the geographic distribution of credit applications,


\textsuperscript{51}Ibid. at 297.


denials, and extensions of credit in all of its major product lines, overlaid with demographic patterns such as income levels and minority-population densities.\textsuperscript{54}

Critics of the CRA argue that banks have been steadily losing market share in credit and financial services to nonbank bank competitors, and that CRA shackles depository institutions with administrative costs and bad loan costs that worsen an already difficult situation. Critics note that the United States has a long history, e.g. in telecommunications and transportation, of "trying to avoid open and direct subsidies by trying instead to force regulated firms to provide the same transfers through internal cross-subsidy, policies that are more open and transparent are surely a superior form of government." Increasing competition "among banks and between banks and non-bank providers of financial services is eroding the above-normal profits that banks may have previously earned in their protected market-niches and must doom any scheme that relies on internal cross-subsidy."\textsuperscript{55}

**Capital Requirements:** In 1989, as part of a worldwide effort to ensure the stability of banks, U.S. banking authorities have adopted the risk based capital standards recommended by the Basle Committee.\textsuperscript{56} U.S. banks have encountered two major problems with adherence to these standards:

The Federal Reserve, the OCC and the FDIC have applied them differently to the banks which each regulates. This places some banks at a competitive disadvantage with each other.\textsuperscript{57}

Despite extensive negotiations, the Basle Committee has yet to agree with the international securities industry on similar standards. As a result, commercial banks continue to face a

\textsuperscript{54}Ibid. at 1064.


\textsuperscript{57}OCC Moves To Ease Capital Rules," The FDIC Watch, August 30, 1993, Vol. 3; No. 32; Pg. 3. Disagreements on capital standards have also become a factor in banks seeking to change their chartering authority. See, "Continental Bank Is Seeking to Switch To a State From a Federal Regulator," Steven Lipin, The Wall Street Journal, November 22, 1993.
competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis investment banks and brokerage houses.\textsuperscript{58}

**Deposit Insurance:** Banks pay to insure their accounts. As a result of earlier bank failures, premiums paid to the FDIC have increased from 8.3 cents per $100 of deposits in 1988 to 23 cents in 1992. They may move higher. The higher premiums can place banks at a disadvantage in competing with nonbank lenders. The uniform insurance rate also divides banks against each other. Large, well capitalized banks complain that they are paying inflated premiums to cross-subsidize some of their less capable brethren.\textsuperscript{59}

**Interstate Branching:** The United States' "dual banking system," whereby states and the federal government share authority for banking regulation, has hindered banks from establishing branches across state lines. The McFadden Act of 1927 requires national banks to comply with the same branching powers accorded to state banks by their own state laws. The Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 states that the interstate acquisition of banks is controlled by state law.

States also tend to prohibit "De novo" (new) entry across state lines as well. Banks generally must purchase a "going concern" to do business in another state. The result has been that larger banks doing business in a number of states normally need to operate a separate company for each state they enter, with all of the attendant administrative and legal overhead. Nevertheless, interstate expansion has continued and has been largely a matter of acquisition. In 1980, only the state of Maine permitted out-of-state holding companies to acquire its banks. By 1990, forty-five states allowed the acquisitions, with some safeguards and limitations, to take place.\textsuperscript{60}

Bankers feel particularly persecuted on the subject of interstate branching. "Wal-Mart can go national, Merrill Lynch can go national," says John McCoy, the head of Banc One. "What's so different about banking?"\textsuperscript{61} Dozens of other bank executives voice similar


\textsuperscript{61}"America's Banking Battles," *The Economist*, October 30, 1993, p.81.
sentiments, substituting American Express, Prudential, Fidelity, and Sears as their examples.

Banks believe that they pay a very high price for being insured depositaries. Before discussing the regulatory and political responses of the commercial banking industry to these challenges, it is worth noting that banks' insured status does have very real value; it has the effect of enabling institutions to gather funds more cheaply than if a major portion of their funds were not federally insured. Deposit insurance is "typically regarded as one of the banking industry's most powerful competitive edges as well as a government subsidy to the industry that is costing $20 billion a year." 62

---

62 "The Future of Banking," Business Week, April 22, 1991, p. 72. (No source or explanation of the $20 billion is provided.)
Chapter Seven

Levelling the Playing Field: Banker Strategies

The issues discussed in Chapters Five and Six are central to the future of the commercial banking industry. The strategic response of various players in the industry, not surprisingly, appears to be a mixed bag. As in other regulated sectors, the industry's responses might be summarized as "escape, evasion, and entrapment." "Escape," describes efforts of bankers to avoid regulation. "Evasion," refers to bankers' efforts to remain within the system, but to move some activities beyond the grasp of regulators. "Entrapment," describes bankers' efforts to subject their competitors to their own regulatory burdens. As appropriate and relevant, each of these strategies is described in revisiting the policy issues described in the two preceding chapters.

Regulatory Burden

ENTRAPMENT: "Last week, the ABA wrote to a half-dozen key lawmakers, urging that mutual funds, insurance companies, and other financial service providers be required to make the same kind of 'truth-in-savings' disclosures as banks." 63

ESCAPE: "The centerpiece of the ABA's efforts is a regulatory relief bill introduced by Rep. Jim Bacchus, D-Fla., and Rep. Doug Bereuter, R-Neb. The bill, which the ABA played a big role in drafting, has enlisted more than 250 co-sponsors in the House - a decisive majority of the 435-member chamber. The support is so strong that congressional sources say House Banking Committee chairman Henry B. Gonzalez, who is at best skeptical of the industry's claims, may schedule a vote on a package including regulatory relief." 64

Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)

ENTRAPMENT: "The Chairman of the House Banking Committee and the chief executive of BankAmerica Corp. both want financial institutions other than banks to comply with the

---

63Ibid.
Community Reinvestment Act. The anti-redlining law currently applies only to banks and
thrifts insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. Most of them complain that the law is
excessively burdensome. (Chairman Gonzalez) said the law should be amended to apply to
credit unions and "nonbank" banks such as mortgage and insurance companies."

Speaking at the same conference, Richard M. Rosenberg, the chairman and CEO of
BankAmerica, echoed the congressman's view. "The government should recognize the vast
resources that nonbank financial institutions, which are not bound by the Community
Reinvestment Act, can bring to the CRA arena," he said. "As part of any consideration of
banking reforms, Congress ought to consider expanding the scope of CRA to bring these
institutions under its umbrella . . . Mutual funds, finance companies, and commercial paper
markets should be included in the "big tent" of the reinvestment act," he said.65

Rosenberg later explained, "The financial services industry is vastly different than it was
in 1977, when the CRA was drafted. Sixteen years later, General Electric, Sears, and AT&T
operate subsidiaries that are huge providers of consumer, real estate, and small-business
credit. Mutual funds and brokerages take in billions of dollars of deposits that traditionally
went to banks. In fact, nonbanking financial institutions now hold about $3 trillion in assets,
about $1 trillion more than banks hold in deposits.66 Rosenberg is not alone; "Terrence
Murray, chairman and chief executive of Fleet Financial, has long criticized what he regards
as a double standard. 'Why should banks be subject to CRA while Wall Street firms,
insurance companies, mutual funds and other are not?'"67

Not surprisingly, the securities industry and its regulators are not enthused about being
drawn into CRA-type regulation. "Mr. Rosenberg's comments have raised the fund industry's
hakkles. Matthew P. Fink, chairman of the Investment Company Institute, said his members
were in an uproar when they saw a transcript of Mr. Rosenberg's remarks. 'A number of
Institute members, including some major bank members, were astonished," he said. "It's an

65"Gonzalez, Bank of America Want CRA to Cover NonBanks, Claudia Cummings, The American Banker,

66"BankAmerica's Arguments for Putting Nonbanks Under CRA," The American Banker, September 28, 1993,
p.12.

extreme idea," Mr. Fink added. He has pledged to fight any efforts to expand reinvestment-act requirements to mutual fund companies. The fund companies appear to have the backing of a key member of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Commissioner Mary L. Schapiro has argued that the policy reasons for imposing the act on banks simply don't apply to mutual funds. Banks are chartered to serve the needs and convenience of their communities; funds are not, she pointed out in a May letter to the Treasury Department. 68

During Senate Banking Committee hearings in September 1993, former Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Richard Breeden, opined that CRA "may make perfectly good sense for banks. It is a concept that is utterly foreign and almost impossible to conceive of how or why it would apply to mutual funds."

ESCAPE: During the same Senate hearings, former Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. Chairman L. William Seidman opposed the idea on different grounds. Rather than extending CRA to other sectors, commercial banks should be freed from its strictures: "CRA is antiquated, out of date, and no longer ought to apply to the banking industry either." 69

Capital Requirements

ENTRAPMENT: All bankers support the efforts of the world's central bankers (through the Basle Committee) to arrive at capital standards that will apply to securities dealers and other financial institutions. The International Organization of Securities Commissions has rejected proposals to date, and negotiations have become enmeshed in a multitude of other issues. 70

ESCAPE: As mentioned in Chapter Six earlier, a number of banks have filed to change their charters, seeking a less burdensome regulatory regime. Similarly, some banks have sought charter changes seeking better regulatory terms for capital standards. While the three federal bank regulators (the Fed, FDIC and the OCC) have moved to harmonize their capital
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requirement standards, differences remain.\(^{71}\)

**Deposit Insurance**

ESCAPE: Some bankers have suggested that the restrictions that accompany deposit insurance are so onerous that they would be willing to depart the system. Edward E. Crutchfield Jr., chairman and chief executive of First Union Corp., has stated, "This is controversial to say, but for myself, I would be willing to give up deposit insurance . . . I would give it up if banks, in return, were allowed to compete virtually unrestricted for any and all financial services."\(^{72}\) "Several years ago, Chase threatened to turn in its charter and operate as a financial services company. Chase officials charged that its income from deposit-taking had declined while profits from other activities such as credit cards and foreign exchange had escalated. The banking company launched an extensive and expensive study on the worth of its charter. So far, Chase has opted to remain a bank."\(^{73}\)

EVASION: "J.P. Morgan and Republic, two of the nation's strongest banks, have issued uninsured notes that are similar to deposits. The market interest rate is slightly higher, but the overall cost of such notes is lower because they incur no FDIC premium."\(^{74}\)

**Interstate Branching**

ENTRAPMENT: The uncertainties surrounding the interstate branching powers of thrifts created a controversy in January 1992. The Office of Thrift Supervision published a draft proposal allowing federally chartered thrift institutions to branch across state lines, regardless of state law. The Independent Bankers Association of America (IBAA) and other bank groups protested strenuously. A group of 19 Senators, supporting the IBAA, wrote the Director of OTS to object. "The Senators did not contend that the OTS lacks legal authority to adopt the

\(^{71}\) "OCC Moves To Ease Capital Rules," *The FDIC Watch*, August 30, 1993, Vol. 3; No. 32; Pg. 3.


proposal," but they said, "we believe it is imprudent for the OTS to exercise that authority."75

ESCAPE: Large banks and federal banking legislators continue to seek legislation to allow unlimited interstate branching.76 Many small banks continue to resist, supported by much of the insurance industry. Recent legislative proposals by the Clinton Administration would liberalize interstate branching rules, but they fall far short of bankers' hopes. War on the legislative front will continue.77

EVASION: Thrift institutions potentially can engage in unlimited interstate branching. Wells Fargo, the nation's seventh largest commercial bank, recently explored the possibility of converting to a thrift charter. One of the conjectured rationales was that the conversion would facilitate nationwide branching. Reportedly, Wells abandoned its plans because bank "regulators feared that a charter conversion by such a prominent bank could start a stampede by other banks and raise the ire of Congress."78


Chapter Eight

Regulating Derivatives Trading

Regulators vs. the Financial Services Industry?

While the traditional regulatory battles over interstate banking, securities dealing, etc., continue, the 1990s has witnessed the emergence of a major new topic in financial services regulation: What is to be done in regulating derivatives? The explosion of new derivative products has highlighted the fragmentation of the federal regulatory structure for the financial services industry. Efforts to revise regulatory oversight of the derivatives market may change the entire regulatory game.

Background

Christi Harlan of The Wall Street Journal provides the following overview:

Derivatives are financial arrangements whose values derive from some underlying asset, such as stocks, bonds, currencies or commodities. So-called over-the-counter derivatives are traded privately among banks and their large customers — mainly corporations and big institutions — and essentially are exempt from regulation. The CFTC, meanwhile, regulates certain exchange-listed derivatives contracts, including financial futures and commodity futures.

In struggling to come to grips with the multitrillion-dollar market in private derivative contracts, U.S. regulators have been frustrated by the fact that these instruments fall under nobody’s clear jurisdiction. Because they combine traditional assets in complex, new ways, they span territory policed not only by the CFTC, but also by federal banking, securities and insurance regulators. And the highly flexible, global nature of the derivatives markets means that any crackdown by U.S. regulators would risk merely driving that activity beyond their reach into offshore markets, said John M. Damgard, president of the Futures Industry Association, a Washington trade group.

Meanwhile the SEC’s Mr. Beese . . . disputed critics who have called derivatives “the next S&L crisis.” “While there certainly are lessons to be learned from prior experiences, there are "cops on the beat" with regard to derivatives,” Mr. Beese said. The SEC, CFTC, Federal Reserve, Comptroller of the Currency and Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. ‘All have rigorous regulatory regimes.’

Others emphasized the need for greater international coordination among regulators. ‘My members are doing business all over the world,’ he (Mr. Damgard) said. ‘Regulators need
to be very, very conscious of what their counterparts around the world are doing.\textsuperscript{79}

**Current Regulation of Derivatives**

**Commodities and Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)**

While an ever greater number of financial institutions move into derivatives trading, the regulatory scene is confused at best. As Ms. Harlan noted above, "The CFTC . . . regulates certain exchange-listed derivatives contracts, including financial futures and commodity futures," but over-the counter trading is exempt from regulation. Chicago's futures exchanges have been seeking a similar exemption, claiming that regulation and reporting requirements put them at a disadvantage in competing with OTC rivals.\textsuperscript{80}

The CFTC's budget and stature have not matched the growth of the derivatives markets. It's very existence has been in question for years. It has been accused of being too closely linked with the exchanges it regulates, and not sufficiently knowledgeable of the fast-moving derivatives business. As of November 1993, it had no chairman and only two of its normal four commissioners, both holdover Republicans, because the Clinton Administration has failed to name replacements. The Economist called CFTC "toothless watchdogs."\textsuperscript{81}

**Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)**

The 1990 collapse of securities house Drexel Burnham Lambert heightened concerns about the regulation of derivatives trading. In 1992 the SEC won the right to examine the affiliates of securities houses dealing in the instruments.\textsuperscript{82} Former SEC Chairman Richard Breeden sought broader authority; Breeden "thinks futures and cash markets should be supervised by one body to avoid risks of regulatory arbitrage. His bid to grab regulation of derivatives


\textsuperscript{80}"CFTC Stalls Over Regulation Until Reinforcements Arrive," Laurie Morse, *The Financial Times*, November 1, 1993.


markets from the CFTC upset the Chicago futures exchanges, the CFTC and influential congressmen. "Breeden's successor, Arthur Levitt, had not taken a position on the subject as of October 1993."

The SEC has attempted to write new capital rules for derivatives. "In May (1993), the SEC outlined an approach that would allow capital requirements to be set according to the net exposure dealers face in their entire derivatives portfolio..." The effort has been delayed continually as industry participants, particularly the Chicago Board Options Exchange and the Securities Industry Association, request more time to respond to the agency's proposal. Progress will be slow because the SEC's proposal "involves many market participants outside the agency's direct line of oversight."

**Bank Regulators (FRB, OCC, FDIC)**

Banks have vastly increased trading in over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives, with a small group of large bank-holding companies dominating the business. "The seven biggest players account for about 90% of all American Bank exposures. These banks have derivatives contracts equivalent to, on average, to twice their capital (though the current cost of replacing the contracts, not their size, is the measure of banks' true risk)." While no one has documented a derivatives disaster that has threatened insured banks, banking regulators "fret about the prospect of a financial meltdown with an out-of-control derivatives operation as the hot core. Their instincts tell them banks need more capital protection."

An October 1992 derivatives study by the Basle Committee urged "banks to improve their risk management and regulators to get tougher." A joint study by the Fed, OCC and FDIC, submitted to Congress in February 1993, "gave banks' derivatives operations a cautious thumbs-up" and concluded new legislation is not required. A September 1993 study by the

--


Group of 30 (G30) concluded that the hedging quality of derivatives actually helped to reduce risk in the banking system. In October 1993, the Treasury undersecretary for domestic finance said, "concerns that derivatives could perpetrate a financial meltdown are overblown." 

While these comments suggest that most financial regulators have a fairly sanguine view of the derivatives business, there are notes of concern among even the most relaxed:

The financial services industry has a history of excesses. Third World loans, realty lending and junk bond purchases were profitable businesses for some of the sophisticated lenders who were early entrants in these markets. Seeing rivals profiting in these fields, smaller and less sophisticated lenders rushed in. As lending competition increased, both early entrants and the late arrivals piled on riskier deals, with the inevitable defaults. Regulators worry that this pattern could be repeated in the derivatives market.

Derivatives trading is complex. Trading institutions need very sophisticated information systems to track, assess, and simulate their market exposures. Regulators are concerned that (1) some new entrants lack the information systems required to play in the derivatives market, and (2) the mushrooming derivatives market may be moving faster than the information systems of even sophisticated dealers.

**Time for Reregulation?**

Many members of Congress, international bank regulators, and other observers are not reassured by these studies, or the SEC's Mr. Beese's conclusion that "there are cops on the beat." At a conference in London in October 1993, Henry Kaufman said that "derivatives pose real threats. A troubled bank or broker might fail and trigger a chain-reaction through the financial system. The implications are ominous, not least for the ability of governments to conduct an effective monetary policy." Mr. Kaufman called for "a complete overhaul of regulation which recognizes the international nature of much financial activity, including
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derivatives."^{92}

Kaufman's concerns are shared by Bundesbank president Hans Tietmeyer. "EC guidelines on capital adequacy for banks and securities houses represent a compromise at the level of the lowest common denominator," Tietmeyer said. The guidelines, passed in March, are intended to limit market risks in derivatives business from 1996 by imposing minimum capital requirements. "We very much hope the Basle Banking Supervisory Committee and the International Organization of Securities Commissions still bring stricter common recommendations into effect in the end."^{93}

Many members of Congress, still paying the multibillion dollar bill for the savings and loan bail-out, share these concerns. Representative Jim Leach is "preparing legislation to tighten regulation of derivatives." Mr. Leach's legislation would establish "a new interagency commission to develop comparable accounting, capital and disclosure rules for the banks, brokerage firms and insurance companies that deal in derivatives."^{94} Senator Riegel, chairman of the Senate's banking committee, continually has questioned the adequacy of federal regulation of banks' derivatives operations.^{95}

Barring a derivatives trading disaster, it is impossible to predict when and how Congress might move. Obviously the timing and direction of new legislation depends partially on the resistance of the financial services industry and its current regulators.

Commercial banks and the securities industry have voiced concerns about Congress and regulators "micromanaging" a growing and, thus far, highly profitable business. The insurance industry worries about adding a new layer of federal regulation. A spokesman for the OCC has already noted that Leach's recommendations are "very clear departures" from those made by the comptroller and other bank regulators.^{96} The Federal Reserve has stressed

---


^{95}"Derivatives: Stop Swapping?" The Economist, March 13, 1993, p.94.

the need for "broader international efforts to improve information about OTC derivatives. Decisions about any new rules will come later."97 Some representatives of the commodities industry "now murmur that life might be simpler with a single super-regulator for all financial markets."98

There is little evidence in reports to date to suggest the emergence of a broad consensus on legislative action.

---

97"Derivatives: Stop Swapping?" The Economist, March 13, 1993, p.94.

Chapter Nine

Legislative Rationalization of
Financial Services Regulation

Launching new legislative initiatives in any area invites lobbying efforts to use the new legislation as an opportunity to refight other issues. In November 1993 the Clinton Administration proposed legislation to restructure bank regulation at the federal level. The proposed legislation was drawn quite narrowly, reportedly with a view toward avoiding some older financial services disputes. The simple existence of an administration banking bill, however modest, has already triggered alternative and more aggressive proposals.99 Whether in reaction to the Administration’s proposal, or as part regulators’ own efforts to regulate derivatives trading, it seems likely that the entire regulatory regime for the financial services arena will continue to be up-for-grabs in the mid-1990s.

Part of the ongoing legislative debate will be the need to "rationalize" and "consolidate" financial services regulation. While proposals to "rationalize, consolidate and simplify" the existing fragmented structure may sound logical, all the players can be expected to approach them with caution or active resistance. Even the modest proposals of the Administration to "consolidate" banking regulation have evoked resistance from the Federal Reserve and the Independent Bankers Association. It is not accidental that nine attempts to consolidate bank-regulatory agencies since World War II have failed.100

Proposals for more ambitious plans to consolidate all financial services regulation in a single agency face at least three enormous hurdles:

1. The industries to be regulated, whether happy or unhappy with the current regime, would face tremendous uncertainties in any new plan. Would commercial banker interests dominate the new agency, to the competitive detriment of insurers and securities brokers?


Would a consolidated regulatory structure enhance competitors’ abilities to entrap other players in regulatory proceedings? Would a new agency favor big players at the expense of small ones? Would a single agency, confronted with a massive array of issues and conflicting interests become a monument to bureaucratic paralysis, hindering all U.S. financial services firms in the international market? Would concentration of regulatory authority concentrate the risk of making a disastrous mistake, compared to the current decentralized system?\textsuperscript{101}

2. Existing regulatory agencies will not be anxious to be consolidated and simplified into oblivion. One need not be a devotee of C. Northcote Parkinson, Aaron Wildavsky and other scholars of bureaucratic behavior to guess the regulators’ reactions. They will find scads of reasons, many of them good ones, to protect the \textit{status quo}.

3. Congress, itself, has many incentives to maintain the current fragmented regulatory structure. Moving issues from the legislative arena to a regulatory one reduces the importance of Congress, its myriad committees and subcommittees, and individual members. In the House of Representatives, for example, jurisdiction for different sectors of the industry is spread across multiple committees. The Committee on Agriculture oversees the commodities exchanges. The Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs (Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, Chairman), oversees depository institutions through the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions, Regulation and Deposit Insurance (Rep. Stephen L. Neal, Chairman), and the Subcommittee on Consumer Credit and Insurance (Rep. Joseph P. Kennedy, Chairman). The Committee on Energy and Finance (Rep. John Dingell, Chairman) and the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance (Rep. Edward J. Markey) are responsible for legislation concerning the SEC and the securities industry.\textsuperscript{102}

This is only a sampling. A host of other committees and subcommittees would be involved, at least tangentially, in any serious effort to consolidate and rationalize regulation of financial services; the scene in the Senate is only slightly less convoluted. It does not take a specialist in congressional politics to understand that none of the aforementioned chairmen


\textsuperscript{102}1993 \textit{Congressional Staff Directory/1}, Staff Directories, Ltd., Mount Vernon, VA, 1993.
will happily and voluntarily surrender, or share, his jurisdiction in the name of some vaguely more desirable goal of "consolidation, rationalization or simplification."

All the politicians and bureaucrats involved will be only too happy to hold hearings on a slew of legislative proposals in this sector. After all, "there are powerful incentives for politicians and regulators - like dishonest stockbrokers - to churn the account, changing the rules on a regular basis to maintain their power. Change, not stability, creates political power. . . . it creates winners and losers. Without winners to appeal to and losers to placate, there is no need for political action."103

Proponents of massive re-regulation of the financial services industry seem destined for disappointment, barring a calamity in the industry.

Appendix
Appendix A

Basic Regulation: Regulators and Their Roles

1. The Federal Reserve System (The Fed)
2. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
3. The Office of The Comptroller of The Currency (OCC)
4. The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)
5. The Department Of Justice (DOJ) Antitrust Division
7. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
8. State Insurance Regulators

The Federal Reserve System

The Federal Reserve System in effect sets monetary and economic policy, regulates and facilitates the flow of credit, and supervises the banking industry in the United States. The Fed is designed to be insulated from political pressure. It sets monetary and economic policy independent of the President or Congress. In many other countries, central bankers cannot set interest rates without the approval of political bodies. The Bank of England, for example, cannot raise interest rates without approval from the Cabinet of the Prime Minister. The same general relationship between elected politicians and the central bank exists in Japan, France, and Italy. Germany, in contrast is patterned on the American model.104

Figure A-1

The Federal Reserve System: Organization

Congress established The Federal Reserve System with the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 in order to furnish an elastic currency, to facilitate rediscounting of commercial paper, and institute more effective banking supervision. From the very beginning, however, there was an understanding that the Federal Reserve had broader objectives: "to help counteract inflationary and deflationary movements, and to share in creating conditions favorable to a sustained, high level of employment, a stable dollar, growth of the country, and a rising level of consumption."


The Fed is a hybrid entity, a combination of government and private interests, and has always been a controversial institution. Critics have challenged its constitutionality, its independence from elected government, its secrecy, and its right to exist.

Early drafts of the Federal Reserve Act sought to create a "privately controlled network of regional reserve banks that would be given governmental powers." President Woodrow Wilson accepted the basic architecture of those proposals with one critical difference. He proposed that there be a Federal Reserve Board in Washington that would be appointed by the President to represent the public interest (and also guarantee that the President had some power to make monetary policy). Another compromise was struck by creating regional banks to be a part of the Fed, thereby at least in theory limiting the power of eastern money center banks.

The Federal Reserve System includes:

- The Board Of Governors, made up of seven members who are appointed by the President, confirmed by the Senate, and serve 14 year terms. The Board regulates all aspects of bank holding company activities including chartering, new lines of business (both banking and nonbanking) and mergers and acquisitions, essentially placing the Board at the hub of regulation for the largest banking institutions in the U.S. The Board performs an oversight role in the inspection and examination of banks, although it relies heavily on both state agencies and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. The Board has the power to pursue criminal penalties. It administers a variety of consumer protection laws such as the Truth in Lending Act, the Mortgage Disclosure Act, and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. The Board oversees foreign banking activities in the U.S. along with the comptroller of the Currency and also U.S. bank holding company activity overseas.

- Twelve Federal Reserve Banks situated in most of the major cities in the United States with nine directors in each bank. In a complex arrangement some directors are appointed by the Board of Governors, and some are elected by private member banks.

- The Federal Open Market Committee which includes the seven members of the Board Of Governors, and five representatives of the Federal Reserve Banks. Core questions of regulating the money supply are debated and voted on in the FOMC.

- The Federal Advisory Council, made up of twelve bankers, elected by the member banks in each federal reserve district. They meet in secret with the Federal Reserve Board four times a year to discuss Fed policy and how it should change.

---

- Member Banks of the Federal Reserve System.

The Fed influences and regulates the overall expansion of debt, the supply of money, and the total reserves of the banking system with three major levers.

1. Each bank is required to hold a proportion of its total deposits in reserve, which must be deposited at one of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks or held as cash in the bank’s vault.

2. The Fed lends directly to banks through the discount window at one of the Federal Reserve Banks.


The Fed has been accused by some as being partisan, a protector of the interests of the large commercial banks which are regulated by it. Some of the most severe criticism of the Fed has come from Nobel Prize winning economist Milton Friedman who believes that banking has been a highly protected and sheltered industry because the banks have been the constituency of the Federal Reserve. He has stated:

The Federal Reserve System is a political institution, and like every political institution, it is seeking to retain its own power, its own decisions, its own prestige. To what end do politicians want to maintain their positions? To what end does a CEO of a business concern want to run that concern for profit? Because the coin he is interested in is both income and power. In the same way, people who are in the Fed want to maintain their position. Their coin is influence and power.¹⁰⁸

Defenders of the Fed point out that it has been one of the most stable of Federal regulatory institutions ever created, surviving more or less intact since 1913. They offer the fact that there has not been another great depression or a major run on banks in over fifty years.

Champions of the Federal Reserve, and of central banking systems generally, have expressed concerns that the declining role of commercial banks in the financial world limits government

¹⁰⁸Ibid. p.92-93.
influence over monetary policy. Others think that the Fed and other central bankers do not understand that the current financial system has already outrun the central bankers ability to manipulate monetary supplies. Walter Wriston, former Chairman and CEO of Citicorp wrote in 1992:

For better or worse, the day is long past when a little club of central bankers can affect a currency’s value on anything but a monetary basis. If it wasn’t clear before, it is now, thanks to the near-collapse last week of Europe’s troubled system of economic coordination, marked by the inability of Britain and Italy to defend the value of their currencies.

When foreign exchange markets were small, a relatively large buy or sell decision of central banks could influence prices, but today the global market is so huge and so integrated that a day’s transactions overwhelm any efforts to control prices. Indeed, a brand new international monetary system has been created.

No matter what formal decisions a government makes, the 200,000 screens in the world’s trading rooms will light up, the news will march across the tube, traders will make judgments and a value will be placed on a currency that will be known instantly all over the globe. Traders at their screens, examining America’s policies, will continue to determine what the dollar is worth.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The FDIC was created after the 1929 stock market crash, and the subsequent suspension of operations of over 9,000 banks as depositors sought to withdraw their money. The primary purpose of the quasi-governmental body is to ensure the public’s confidence that its deposits are safe in banks through a system of insurance of bank deposits and increased supervision.

When deposit insurance was first instituted in 1934, deposits were insured up to $2500. Deposits are now insured up to as much as $100,000. Significant commentators have noted that in effect “deposit insurance has evolved from small depositor protection to almost universal protection of all depositors,” marking a fundamental change in the function of
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bank capital. Prior to the creation of the FDIC, sufficient bank capitalization was the only factor that could protect a depositor, a system that weathered a number of significant depressions before the Great Depression of 1929 did its damage.

As modified in the Financial Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA), the FDIC is managed by a five member Board of Directors comprised of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Director of the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), and three members appointed by the President.

The FDIC does not insure banks, it insures depositors. But in order to exercise that duty it must evaluate the institutions it will insure for safety, soundness, and proficiency of management. Once a bank is chartered by federal or state authorities, a bank must obtain a certificate of insurance from the FDIC and demonstrate the history and skills of the management team, ability to meet community needs, and future prospects — or it may not operate.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 significantly changed the role of the FDIC, and substantially eroded the "dual banking system" of federal and state regulation. This centralization of power came about as a result of the Savings and Loan Crisis of the late 80s, and the painful lesson that the federal taxpayer is the ultimate insurer of bank deposits.

The FDIC was given the authority to:

override powers authorized for state-chartered banks either by legislators or regulators,
have standby authority for enforcement actions if another agency fails to act,
receive audit reports of bank compliance with federal law,
oversee capital at banks,
act on greatly expanded grounds to place a bank in conservatorship or receivership,
set standards for banks ranging from credit criteria to compensation guidelines,
take on new powers and responsibilities in chartering decisions.

The Office of The Comptroller of The Currency (OCC)

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) is part of the Treasury Department,
and is the oldest federal banking regulator in the United States, instituted as part of the National Currency Act of 1863. The Comptroller is appointed for a five year term. Since the creation of the Fed, the OCC has had a much diminished role regarding the issuance and regulation of currency, and has been primarily responsible for the general administration of the national banking laws and may prescribe rules and regulations governing the chartering, business practices, supervision, and dissolution of national banks. The OCC has a staff of over 2,000 bank examiners located in six district offices which perform the key function of examining national banks.

The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)

As a result of the Savings and Loan debacle of the late 1980’s, the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) and the Resolution Trust Corp (RTC) were created by the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1991 (FIRREA).

FIRREA abolished the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and OTS became the overseer of the Federal Home Loan System which charters and supervises federal savings and loan associations. OTS also became the operating head of the Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF) which replaced the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corp (FSLIC). OTS was established under the Authority of a Director, as a bureau of the Treasury Department. Its mission is to regulate both federal and state chartered associations.

The RTC was established to resolve all savings and loan associations that fell through August, 1992. The time period was then extended to October, 1993.

The Department Of Justice (DOJ) Antitrust Division

The Department of Justice performs a significant role in governmental review of potential anticompetitive effects of proposed bank mergers and acquisitions.

The DOJ reports that it reviews between 1,300 and 2,000 transactions each year — virtually every proposed bank, thrift, or bank holding company merger, consolidation or acquisition, including RTC and FDIC transactions involving failed or troubled
institutions.\textsuperscript{112}

Many issues concerning competition are the mutual responsibility of the DOJ and bank regulatory agencies. The DOJ notes that it "has made substantial efforts to establish and maintain good working relationships with bank regulatory agencies to facilitate effective and coordinated review of bank mergers."\textsuperscript{113}

Most issues are settled during the agency review process where the DOJ may advise that a transaction is likely to be approved if certain branches, loans, or assets are divested.

The DOJ and bank regulatory agencies don't always agree, however, and those cases may become the subject of investigation, advisory letters, or a filed complaint. Some recent examples, where the Federal Reserve Board approved and the DOJ opposed proposed mergers, are First Hawaiian, Inc. and First Interstate of Hawaii; Society Corporation and Ameritrust Corporation; and Fleet/Norstar Financial Group, Inc. and New Bank of New England.\textsuperscript{114}

On April 2, 1992 the DOJ and the FTC published their "Revised 1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines" which describe a five step analytic framework for review. The first three steps are:

1) product and geographic market definition and measurement of concentration;
2) possible anticompetitive effects of the acquisition in the defined markets;
3) analysis of entry and its potential market effects.

Step three and four take into account possible justifications for mergers presumed to be otherwise anticompetitive:

4) "efficiencies" analysis — the theory that a merger benefits society if it results in an efficiency such as an increase in competitiveness, reduction of operating costs, better new


\textsuperscript{113}Ibid.

product development, lower prices, or increased consumer choice;

5) "failure" analysis — where a firm is unlikely to be able to meet its financial obligations in the near future, has no hope of successful reorganization, no less anticompetitive purchaser is available, or key tangible and intangible assets of the failing firm will exit the relevant market.

The Securities Exchange Commission

The Securities and Exchange Commission provides a much more limited supervision over markets than banking and thrift regulatory agencies provide to banks. It is assumed that investors should take their own risks, that they understand that they are taking a calculated risk in hopes of a greater return, and that government should have minimal involvement. The major thrust of securities regulation is registration and disclosure, enforced by the SEC and private lawsuits.


* Statutory registration and disclosure disciplines to enforce more complete, accurate information for market participants,
* SEC supervision and regulation of the disclosure process, the stock exchanges, over-the-counter market, and National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD),
* enforcement of disclosure and anti-deceptive practice disciplines by the SEC and private litigation.

Securities are defined under the Securities Act of 1933 as shares of stock, bonds, debentures, evidence of indebtedness, certificates of interest or participation in profit-sharing agreements, investment contracts, variable annuity contracts, mutual fund shares, fractional undivided interests in oil, gas, or other mineral rights, or rights and warrants to obtain or purchase any of the foregoing.

The Fed does have some regulatory power through the Margin Requirements Act. The crash of 1929 was aggravated by heavy speculation through margin account trading on
securities. In response, the Fed was given the power to set margin credit limits. Thus, a surge in stock trading through margin credit can be choked off by an increase in margin credit requirements. The Fed can also act to stimulate a recovery by relaxing margin requirements.

The SEC supervises the securities exchanges in the U.S. which are dominated by the New York Stock Exchange and the American Stock Exchange. There are also regional exchanges such as the Boston stock exchange, the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, and the Midwest and Pacific Exchanges.

The Over The Counter Market (OTC) has been taking on increased importance. The OTC is made up of hundreds of dealers throughout the country who are linked together by the NASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers Automatic Quotation system).

The National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) is a self-regulatory organization supervised by the SEC (the SEC reviews and approves its rules and practices) made up of nationwide underwriter-dealer-brokerage firms such as Merrill-Lynch, major underwriters without distribution networks, exchange specialists, floor traders and brokers, regional broker-dealers, and many small brokers with varied emphasis or specialization. There are also many investment advisers that are members of the NASD.

The NASD Rules of Fair Practice mandate that broker-dealers should not recommend a security unless they have reason to believe it is suitable to the customer's financial situation and needs. The SEC does act to enforce this rule.

Investment companies such as mutual funds are designed to enable smaller investors to pool their resources and select and diversify investments in securities. Mutual fund and other investment company shares are considered securities under the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and are therefore subject to SEC supervision. They are also subject to the Investment Company Act of 1940 and the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 which mandate separate registration with the SEC. The only real enforceable requirement is that investment companies conform with the investment strategy they advertised in order to attract investors.
The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

Congress created the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in 1974\(^{116}\). The CFTC was intended as an analog to the Securities and Exchange Commission, with exclusive jurisdiction over all futures trading and injunctive authority.

The CFTC replaced the Commodity Exchange Authority (CEA), a minor agency within the Department of Agriculture in existence for 40 years, which Congress determined had insufficient resources to do the job in light of market changes.

The CFTC has the power to declare a market emergency, which allows it to "direct a contract market to take such action as the CFTC believes is necessary to maintain or restore orderly trading in, or liquidation, of any futures contract. Such emergencies include threatened or actual market manipulation and corners, any act of the United States or foreign government that would affect a commodity, or any major market disturbance which prevents the market from accurately reflecting the forces of supply and demand for such commodity."\(^{117}\) The CFTC also has the power to impose civil penalties up to $100,000 for each violation of the Commodities Exchange Act.

Insurance Regulators

Regulation of the insurance industry comes from three major sources: the regulatory agencies created by statute in each state, the state legislatures, and state courts.

Insurance law has very much to do with the common law of tort and contract, and therefore the court systems of individual states play a large role.

Insurance regulation by the states is implemented through:

- licensing,
- rate regulation,
- statutory prescription of language to be contained in an insurer’s policies,
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- annual statements of financial condition to state regulatory agencies,
- penalty statutes for tardy payment of proceeds on policies,
- regulation of unfair competition,
- investment restrictions.

Due to the collapse of Mutual Benefit Life Insurance in 1991, and the well-publicized precarious financial position of some others, in 1993 state regulators proposed tighter controls on how insurance companies invest their money.\textsuperscript{118}

An insurance regulator task force is seeking to have the National Association of Insurance Commissioners adopt a plan to extend investment restrictions to each state and provide uniformity. The proposal is opposed by insurers as "micromanagement" of their businesses, and supported by regulators who point out that significant failures hurt all insurance companies who must rescue failed institutions through industry-supported guaranty funds.

Appendix B

Regulatory Background on Specific Issues

Interstate Banking

Full service branching across state lines is not widespread because of the power of states to prohibit it on a state-by-state basis. Banks may not branch across state lines unless a particular state allows it, because the McFadden Act of 1927 requires national banks to comply with the same branching powers accorded to state banks by their own state laws. The Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 states that the interstate acquisition of banks is controlled by state law.

States also tend to prohibit "De novo" (new) entry across state lines as well. Banks generally must purchase a "going concern" to do business in another state. The result has been that larger banks doing business in a number of states normally need to operate a separate company for each state they enter, with all of the attendant administrative and legal overhead.

Nevertheless, interstate expansion has continued and has been largely a matter of acquisition. In 1980, only the state of Maine permitted out-of-state holding companies to acquire its banks. By 1990, forty-five states allowed the acquisitions, with some safeguards and limitations, to take place.119

Large banks have sought to convert their multibank holding companies into more efficient, less costly nationwide branching networks. Some have sought to make legislative compromises, such as striking a deal with insurance agents to rollback some insurance powers currently exercised by banks — and to specifically prohibit national banks from underwriting, selling or soliciting universal life insurance, variable life insurance, surety bonds and liability insurance.120


In exchange, these banks¹²¹ have sought legislation that calls for:

- Bank acquisitions by bank holding companies anywhere in the nation within one year of enactment, regardless of state law.

- Interstate branching through consolidation of multistate banks into one interstate bank within 18 months of enactment — with state law in the host state governing the extent of geographic expansion and the financial powers exercised by out-of-state banking organizations. In addition, states would have the option of enacting "opt-out" legislation prohibiting interstate branching across their borders.

Due to the positive outcome for banks of lawsuits regarding their right to market insurance products, such a legislative compromise is not likely to happen, but banks and bank regulators are continuing to push for interstate banking.

Federal Reserve Board Governor John P. LaWare testified in favor of interstate branch banking in hearings before the House Banking Subcommittee on Financial Institutions on June 22, 1993. Mr. LaWare stated that the Fed strongly supports legislative initiatives that would authorize interstate banking acquisitions nationwide as well as interstate branching, noting that "All of the relevant evidence indicates that small banks generally survive entry by large out-of-market banks and are frequently more profitable than the entrant".¹²²

Small banks, which fear the marketing might of money center banks, and insurance agents, will no doubt continue to lobby against interstate banking.

Insurance and annuity sales by commercial banks

The banking and insurance industries have a long history of skirmishes concerning the issue of bank insurance and annuity sales.¹²³ The battle terrain has been the competing regulatory and legislative initiatives of state and federal government and the judicial interpretations of their respective judicial systems.


Much of the conflict has to do with the "dual banking system" of the United States. As explained in a Federal Reserve Board staff opinion,

A bank's authority to sell insurance is derived from the bank's charter. A bank's charter, and consequently a bank's power to conduct business, is granted and regulated by the bank's chartering authority, either the Comptroller of the Currency in the case of a national bank or the state banking authority in the case of a state bank. Thus, the [Federal Reserve] Board generally does not have authority to regulate or grant approval for the sale of insurance by a bank, even though the bank may be a subsidiary of a bank holding company.\textsuperscript{124}

A good example of how convoluted the conflicts can become is provided by what became known as the "South Dakota Loophole". Section 4(c)8 of The Bank Holding Company Act\textsuperscript{125} enables the Federal Reserve Board to approve a Bank Holding Company's acquisition and control of a nonbanking company only where the Board has determined that the activities of the acquired company are "so closely related to banking or managing or controlling banks as to be a proper incident thereto."

In 1982, federal legislation spelled out some specific statutory prohibitions and exceptions on bank insurance sales. All insurance activities by banks except the following were prohibited\textsuperscript{126}:

1. providing life, disability, and involuntary unemployment insurance where the insurance is limited to assure repayment of outstanding balances on specific extensions of credit by a bank holding company or its subsidiary;

2. acting as agent in the sale of property insurance on loan collateral, where the insurance is limited to assuring the repayment of the outstanding balance of the loan;

3. engaging in general insurance activities in towns with a population of 5,000 or less;

4. engaging in "grandfathered" insurance activities (predating May 1, 1982);

5. acting as a managing general agent over retail agents who sell insurance coverage to the holding company;


\textsuperscript{125}Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, 70 Stat. 133.

6. engaging in any insurance activity if the bank holding company has less than $50 million in assets . . .

7. continuing to engage in activities grandfathered under the Bank Holding Company Amendments of 1970 . . .

The South Dakota loophole came about as a result of the fact that the prohibition and exceptions applied only to Section 4 of the Bank Holding Company Act (activities of nonbank subsidiaries of a bank holding company) and not Section 3 (which controls bank holding company acquisitions of banks).

In looking for ways to get around the new specific limitations on their insurance activities, bank attorneys came up with the idea of taking advantage of the dual banking system, and using state chartered banks to sell insurance.

In March of 1983 South Dakota passed legislation which permitted South Dakota state chartered banks to "engage in all facets of the insurance business".127 Shortly thereafter Citicorp applied to the Federal Reserve Board for approval to acquire all of the shares of the American State Bank of Rapid City, South Dakota. First Interstate Bancorp sought to acquire Big Stone State Bank of Big Stone City, South Dakota, and BankAmerica went after Bank of America — South Dakota, in Rapid City.

After more than a year's delay, the Board rejected the Citicorp application, finding that the only reason Citicorp sought the acquisition was to get around Section 4 of the Bank Holding Company Act.

Following that determination by the Board, there have been an number of Supreme Court and Appellate Court Decisions that have had to do with the Fed's rule-making powers. and Section 3 and 4 of the Bank Holding Company Act.

Citicorp tried again in 1990, this time in Delaware, with the Family Guardian Life Insurance Company, an operating subsidiary of the state chartered bank of Citibank-Delaware. Citibank had obtained Board approval to use Family Guardian to sell insurance specifically allowed under Section 4 of the Bank Holding Company Act. However, the nationally chartered Citibank transferred all of its shares in Family Guardian to the state chartered

Citibank-Delaware, the day after Delaware passed a new law authorizing state chartered banks to act as insurers and to transact the business of insurance through a "department" or "division" of the bank or through a subsidiary. Citibank-Delaware began to market insurance to its customers in thirty-five states.

This time Citicorp won, when the Second Circuit Federal Court of Appeals held that the Bank Holding Company Act does not allow the Federal Reserve Board to regulate the activities of a subsidiary of a bank subsidiary of a bank holding company.\(^{128}\) The court stated:

We have been given no reason to believe that Congress wanted the jurisdiction of bank chartering authorities to extend throughout the corporate structure of the bank itself, rather than extend throughout the chain of companies owned by the bank. Surely, a bank chartering agency charged with the responsibility to maintain the soundness of a bank, is vitally interested in the assets owned by a bank, including shares of wholly owned subsidiaries. . . . Moreover, the Board has provided no basis for believing that Congress wished to create two classes of state-chartered banks—those owned and those not owned by bank holding companies.\(^{129}\)

In regard to national banks, which are chartered by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, there has been significant erosion of restrictions on insurance sales. This has been accomplished by efforts to semantically describe insurance products as banking products so that they are part of the "business of banking."

A very significant OCC ruling in 1986 said that banks that had a branch engaging in general insurance activities in towns with a population of 5,000 or less could sell insurance nationwide.\(^{130}\) In July of 1993, in a case that began in 1984 in Oregon, The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia decided that no law bars the OCC from allowing national banks in towns with fewer than 5,000 people to market insurance nationwide.\(^{131}\) The case has been appealed to the Supreme Court but may or may not be heard, at the

\(^{128}\) *Citicorp v. Board of Governors*, 936 F.2d 66, 72-73 (2d Cir. 1991).

\(^{129}\) Id. at 73.


Court's discretion. In the meantime, banks that have been hesitant to get into the insurance business are now moving forward. As one industry expert said: "I don't think many banks will wait too long; there is no reason to. I would not hold back on any business plan."132

Insurance companies are now turning to Congress. Paul Equale, senior vice president of government affairs at the Independent Insurance Agents Association, said that insurance agents will lobby Congress to pass restrictions on banks allowing them to sell insurance only in the small towns from which they operate, rather than from the small towns to other locations.133

The current Comptroller, Eugene Ludwig, has come out strongly in favor of allowing nationally chartered banks to sell insurance, stating that "Lending is inherently risky and bank-lending is getting riskier as higher-quality credits increasingly move out of the banking system... If we leave banks without other safe lines of business, we are sowing the seeds of disaster—guaranteeing that the industry will become steadily less safe and less sound, and that we will pay the price tomorrow."134

Mutual funds/securities sales by commercial banks (Glass-Steagall Restrictions)

Bank-managed mutual funds grew from 213 funds and $35.4 billion in assets in 1988 to 1,156 funds and $194.7 billion in assets in 1993.135 Banks, through freedoms granted to nonbank subsidiaries of holding companies by the Fed and the OCC, have been vigorous in the mutual fund market. In the same way, banks are offering services to customers that come very close to underwriting and other investment banking activities. It would appear that the Fed and the OCC are proactively eroding the Glass-Steagall Act.

The Glass Steagall Act restricts the securities activities of commercial banks in three major provisions:

---

132 Id. p.11.

133 Id.


1. Section 16 prohibits national banks from underwriting securities, but allows them to purchase or sell securities without recourse, solely upon the order, and for the account of, customers. Other legislation extended the prohibitions of section 16 to state-chartered member banks.

2. Section 20 prohibits member banks from being affiliated with any firms that are engaged principally in the issue, flotation, underwriting, public sale, or distribution of securities.

3. Section 21 prohibits any firms engaged in the deposit-taking business, including banks, from engaging in the business of issuing, underwriting, selling, or distributing securities with some exceptions.

Likewise, the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 prohibits a bank holding company and its nonbank subsidiaries from engaging in any nonbanking activity, except where the Fed under Section 4(c)(8) determines that the activity is closely related to banking.

However, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Fed have substantially loosened the restrictions through rulings and interpretations so that banks have quite a bit more freedom to sell securities than the legislation might indicate on its face.

The most significant break for banks occurred in 1987 when the Federal Reserve Board approved a number of applications permitting bank holding companies to establish nonbank subsidiaries to underwrite and trade in different types of municipal revenue bonds, mortgage related securities, commercial paper, and consumer-related receivables. The most significant restriction on these so-called section 20 subsidiaries, is that they must not be "engaged principally" in underwriting or dealing activity. The Fed determined that this requirement would be met if gross revenues from such activities were limited to ten percent of their total gross revenue. That test has evolved since then, but remains in effect.

On April 22, 1992, the Fed revised a rule to allow bank holding companies to sell, solely as agents or brokers, shares of so-called "proprietary mutual funds" (an investment company for which the bank holding company or one of its subsidiaries acts as investment adviser). The bank holding company may also provide investment advice to customers. The rule

---


138Id. at 1112.
requires the bank holding company to:

1. disclose its dual role to customers,

2. caution customers to read the prospectus of the fund before investing,

3. advise customers in writing that the fund's shares are not deposits, are not obligations of any bank, and are not endorsed or guaranteed in any way by any bank.

A recent SEC survey, however, demonstrates that the public is purchasing mutual funds from banks under the mistaken impression that they are insured by federal deposit insurance. The following appeared in a November 11, 1993 article in the Wall Street Journal:

The survey involved 1,000 households, of whom 47% owned shares of mutual funds. Of the respondents who purchased mutual fund shares at a bank, 66% said money-market mutual funds sold by banks are federally insured. Of the same group of respondents, 49% said mutual funds purchased from a stockbroker are federally insured.

The OCC has also proactively and substantially loosened the Glass-Steagall restrictions. For example, banks have been allowed by the OCC to make available to corporate deposit customers, brokerage services provided by an unaffiliated securities broker-dealer. The OCC upheld the services by finding that the bank would be acting merely as an agent for its corporate customers.

It is interesting to note the extent to which banks are actually in the securities business. In this instance, the bank receives a percentage of the fees charged by the broker-dealer to the bank's customers. The bank provides transaction information to customers and assists them in resolving questions regarding their brokerage service accounts. However, the bank may not advise customers on the selection of funds, or discuss the substance of a fund prospectus, or endorse or recommend any of the funds.

---


Community Reinvestment Act (Should nonbank financial institutions be subjected to CRA type investment objectives?)

The Community Reinvestment Act of 1977\textsuperscript{141} came about as a congressional response to allegations of "redlining"—the failure of banks to provide loans and other services to specific low-income and minority city neighborhoods.

The CRA obligates commercial banks and thrifts to "meet the credit needs of the local community in which they are chartered consistent with the safe and sound operation of such institutions."

The premise behind CRA is that public policy concerns are a proper focus for regulation of the banking industry by virtue of the fact that banks receive special advantages and subsidies from the federal government—that is, subsidization through the operation of federal deposit insurance and access to the Fed as a "lender of last resort."\textsuperscript{142}

The CRA provides a number of enforcement and oversight mechanisms. First, it provides standing for community associations and neighborhood groups to comment on and participate in bank expansion application proceedings, including most merger and acquisition request by depository institutions. It has been estimated that since 1978 fifteen expansion requests have been denied on CRA grounds, and that there have been fifty to sixty cases of conditional grants which imposed CRA requirements.\textsuperscript{143}

Community activist groups often utilize the mechanism to extract voluntary concessions from banks, independent of government enforcement. For example, in late 1991, when BankAmerica Corp. sought to acquire Security Pacific Corp. to create one of the four largest banking organizations in the country, BankAmerica committed to $12 billion dollars in CRA lending over a period of ten years.\textsuperscript{144}


\textsuperscript{143}Id. at 297.

The CRA also provides for periodic ratings of depository institutions compliance with the Act. The government agency charged with regulating and overseeing a particular type of depository institution must rate compliance as outstanding, satisfactory, or poor. In practice, depository institutions were required to prove the absence of discriminatory patterns of lending by maintaining appropriate documentation. For example, the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council issued a Policy Statement in 1991 specifically requiring each depository institution to prepare analyses of the geographic distribution of credit applications, denials, and extensions of credit in all of its major product lines, overlaid with demographic patterns such as income levels and minority-population densities.¹⁴⁵

Critics of the CRA argue that banks have been steadily losing market share in credit and financial services to nonbank bank competitors, and that CRA shackles depository institutions with administrative costs and bad loans costs that worsen an already difficult situation.¹⁴⁶ With a logic that is difficult to refute, the point is made that the United States has a long history, e.g. in telecommunications and transportation, of "trying to avoid open and direct subsidies by trying instead to force regulated firms to provide the same transfers through internal cross-subsidy, policies that are more open and transparent are surely a superior form of government."¹⁴⁷ And that increasing competition "among banks and between banks and non-bank providers of financial services is eroding the above-normal profits that banks may have previously earned in their protected market-niches and must doom any scheme that relies on internal cross-subsidy."¹⁴⁸

"Tying" of commercial banking services with security services

The Bank Holding Company Act Amendments of 1970¹⁴⁹ prohibit the "tying" of credit to other products and services. Likewise, the Glass-Steagall Act prohibited banks, under the "subtle hazards" doctrine, from providing both commercial and investment banking services.

---

¹⁴⁵Id. at 1064.
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Tying is considered an anti-competitive practice and a violation of antitrust law.

The potential for abuse exists with both small and large customers. In regard to small customers, according to a representative of the national Association of Professional Insurance Agents,\(^{130}\) the tying takes place as follows:

My concern—and the concern of the 180,000 members who belong to the PIA—is that bankers would exploit their unique powers as lenders to undermine competition. Specifically, I am referring to the power of credit to coerce customers—implicitly or explicitly—and the leverage of federal deposit insurance.

A few months ago, one of the PIA’s officers, Frank Wald, testified before the Senate Banking Committee on customer coercion. He relayed his experience as a former small town bank insurance agent to the committee. He explained how the bank’s loan officer would tell customers that they needed insurance for the products the bank was financing. The loan officer would then tell the customer, ‘Frank will take care of that.’ The loan officer would then escort the customer to the desk at his right—Frank’s.

Frank told the committee: ‘I had a captive client who usually would buy the bank’s insurance.’ To Frank, tying credit to insurance was ‘an understanding, a foregone conclusion.’ Many of you say that regulation can prevent this type of coercion. But it can’t. To investigate matters in states that allow bank insurance sales, look at what consumers must do: File complaints with a state agency against the very bank that controls their credit. Realistically, who is going to file that complaint?

Potential of abuse related to large customers has mainly to do with illegal overlap between commercial banking and investment banking.\(^{151}\)

The Corporate Director of Financing at a top ten Fortune service company reported that he was told by a commercial bank that the company’s continued access to credit under a revolving credit agreement was dependent upon the inclusion of the bank’s affiliate as co-manager on some of the company’s debt issues. The company’s ability to access its revolving credit line was vitally important, because the company, with approximately $10 billion in commercial paper, believed it would be unable to roll over all of its commercial paper if its rating dipped by even a single rank. Access to

---


the line of credit was believed by the company to be critical to avoiding that possibility, and so the bank's affiliate was included as co-manager on future issues.
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